  • The book is set up for two different age groups 2-3 and 4-5. The story compares the way that young children and elephants paint.

  • The book describes the different animals and their babies in a bayou.

  • The book portrays the life of an otter.

  • Five rabbits experience a day that is both sunny and rainy.

  • A boy floats his toy sailboat along the river, and the boat passes by different types of animals.

  • The book uses photographs to describe the life of a turtle.

- The book tells the story of a tree frog through photographs and shows the different animals that a tree frog lives within the jungles of Central and South America.


- The book describes how a tree frog lives.


- The book describes how various animals escape predators.


- A bunch of noisy animals experience a rain storm.


- The book describes the different sounds of animals around the world.